HERE is considerable evidence that unilateral PVP is an effective treatment for cardinal motor signs, motor fluctuations, and levodopa-induced dyskinesia in patients with advanced PD. 1, 4, 11, 31, 39, 66 Improvement of dyskinesia is most striking, and at present PVP is one of the most widely available and reliable surgical treatments for this common complication of advanced PD. 31 The ultimate location of stereotactic lesions in PVP varies, 20, 26, 33 and lesions that extend structurally or functionally beyond the sensorimotor region of the globus pallidus internus 2 might be expected to alter cognitive and mood/motivational functioning.
approximately the same level post-PVP as they did preoperatively. Nonetheless, performance on many neuropsychological tests is known to improve simply with test readministration. 7, 15, 36, 42 In many studies in the PVP outcome literature, the investigators have used different stimuli on retesting in an attempt to reduce these practice effects. Although helpful, the use of parallel test materials does not adequately control for practice, because participants are still able to refine the strategy they use to perform tests-socalled test sophistication. 5, 55 Many contributors to the PVP outcome literature have cautioned that failure to account for the improvement in test scores that would be expected on retesting might have resulted in the underreporting of cognitive decline post-PVP. 12, 19, 24, 28, 29, 43, 48, 49, 52, 53, 55, 63, 65 Similarly, the previous reports of significant improvements in test performance after PVP may in fact represent practice effects, and not surgically produced improvements in cognition. 14 Consequently, there is a need for investigations of the cognitive effects of PVP that adequately control for practice effects.
We report our efforts to study the neuropsychological effects of macroelectrode-guided right and left PVP for advanced PD in a manner that controls for test practice and other retesting effects. To provide for a comprehensive assessment of neurobehavioral outcome from PVP, we also studied self-reported mood functioning and health-related quality of life. Approval was obtained for this study from the University of British Columbia Ethics Review Board (Approval B97-0050).
Clinical Material and Methods

Patient Population
Patients with PD referred to the SCMD at the University of British Columbia were prospectively entered into the study. Candidates for PVP had received a clinical diagnosis of PD accompanied by disabling medication-induced dyskinesia. Of 43 consecutive PVP candidates screened at the SCMD, five declined to participate in this study, and two were not asked to join because they were judged to have insufficient proficiency in English for valid neurobehavioral test administration; the study enrollment was therefore 36 participants. Dementia was not an exclusion factor for surgery. Nevertheless, few overtly demented patients were referred for consideration for PVP, likely because many referring neurologists considered dementia to be a contraindication for the procedure. Participants underwent PVP in the hemisphere contralateral to the most affected side of their body. If a patient's symptoms were symmetrical, PVP was typically performed in the hemisphere contralateral to his or her dominant hand. One participant was studied after he underwent a second right PVP. This patient exhibited little motor benefit from the first PVP, and MR imaging results indicated that the original lesion was not ideally placed. To ensure that medication changes did not confound the assessment of outcome from PVP, participants agreed not to alter their parkinsonian medication(s) during the course of the study. Participants were reminded of this agreement during each assessment, and compliance was confirmed by chart review.
Surgical Procedure
Our surgical procedure for PVP has been described previously. 21 Briefly, participants were admitted the day before surgery and their medications for parkinsonian symptoms were withheld at midnight. On the day of surgery, a stereotactic frame was affixed to the patient's skull (CosmanRoberts-Wells; Radionics, Inc., Burlington, MA) and a localizing MR image and/or computerized tomography scan was performed. Pallidal targets were selected 4 to 6 mm below, 19 to 23 mm lateral, and 2 mm anterior to the midpoint of the intercommissural line. Direct visualization of the globus pallidus internus was achieved with MR imaging-aided target selection. Intraoperative localization was finalized using macrostimulation. Radiofrequency lesions were made at 80˚C for 60 seconds at the target and 3 and 6 mm above the target by using a 1.8-mm-diameter electrode with a 1.5-mm exposed tip (Radionics, Inc.). One neurosurgeon (C.R.H.) performed 34 of the operations, and a second neurosurgeon (Dr. Ian Turnbull, who is now retired) performed the remainder. All surgeries took place between July 23, 1997, and January 19, 2001 .
Study Design
Of the 36 study participants, 22 were assigned to the surgery group (15 left PVPs, seven right PVPs), and they were assessed the week before surgery and 2 months after surgery. A 2-month follow-up period was used to provide sufficient time for postsurgical edema to resolve, while minimizing the potential for cognitive decline due to disease progression. For these participants, the 2-month follow-up assessment typically coincided with their routine postsurgical visit with the surgeon. Therefore, participants in the surgery group traveled to the SCMD twice over the course of this study. Fourteen participants were assigned to the waitlist group. Members of this group were assessed 2 months before surgery and then in the week prior to the operation. They then returned for a routine follow-up visit with the surgeon 2 months after PVP. Consequently, participants in the waitlist group traveled to the SCMD three times over the course of this study. Logistical factors meant that the timing of the assessments for individual participants occasionally departed from this schedule by a matter of days or sometimes weeks. The number of days between the baseline and follow-up assessments did not differ significantly, however, between the surgery and waitlist groups (Table 1) .
Patients at the SCMD typically had to wait 2 to 3 months to undergo PVP. Participants in the waitlist group were tested twice during this period, whereas members of the surgery group were tested only once. By this method, assignment to the waitlist group did not delay surgery.
Most study participants were randomly assigned to one of the two study groups; however, eight patients who lived a long distance from the study center were unable to commit to randomization, and the possibility of assignment to the waitlist group, because of the extra travel that would be required. Rather than excluding them from the study, we assigned these participants to the surgery group. This resulted in underrepresentation of rural dwellers in the waitlist group (Table 1) . Nevertheless, the study groups did not differ in other demographic and clinical variables that might be expected to affect outcome from PVP or performance on retesting (by one-way ANOVA or chi-square test as appropriate; see Table 1 ). Consequently, there is no evidence that incomplete randomization weakened the internal validity of this study.
Surgical Complications
One member of the surgery group experienced a right arm paresis after undergoing left PVP. This likely reflected postoperative swelling, because an MR image obtained after surgery did not demonstrate hemorrhage or stroke near the surgical site. The patient's paresis recovered within 2 months. Additionally, two members of the surgery group sought assistance for declines in verbal fluency after undergoing PVP, and one participant experienced swallowing difficulties. The four participants who sustained complications provided pre-and post-PVP data, and their data were included in the analyses described later. The pattern of results obtained did not change when the data from the patient who suffered a right arm paresis were excluded.
Tests and Measures
We chose measures that have been commonly used in previous investigations of the neurobehavioral effects of PVP (Table 2) . 9, 23, 40, 47, 54, 62 All tests were administered when participants were in a self-described "on" period. The total testing time per assessment ranged from 2.5 to 5 hours, and breaks were taken as needed.
Given the potential for PVP to alter functioning within pallidal-thalamic-prefrontal circuitry, a heavy emphasis was placed on clinical measures of executive cognitive functions. 24, 47, 65 We also used several tests from the experimental neuropsychology literature that have demonstrated sensitivity to dysfunction within prefrontal-basal ganglia systems. 44, 46, 50, 58 Whenever available, alternate versions of cognitive test stimuli were used across the assessments, and the order of presentation of these parallel forms was counterbalanced across all participants ( Table 2 ). The SF-36 61 served as a measure of health-related quality of life. While completing the SF-36, respondents rated the extent to which pain or illness (physical or mental) interfered with their ability to perform specific daily activities. Responses were used to generate scores for nine subscales and an SF-36 total score. The POMS 37 served as a measure of self-reported mood state. While completing the POMS, respondents indicated the extent to which each of 65 adjectives (for example, happy, sad, and so on) applied to how they felt during the week preceding the assessment. Responses were used to generate scores for six subscales and a POMS total score ( Table 2) .
Severity of dyskinesia contralateral to the PVP was rated by the neurosurgeon 2 months before and 2 months after surgery by using the rating scale of Goetz, et al. 16 On-state motor functioning was also assessed using the grooved pegboard test, 30 a clinical measure of dominant and nondominant speeded manual dexterity, and by the magnitude of micrographia and motor perseveration present in a handwriting sample (Table 2) .
Statistical Analysis
For members of the surgery group, ratings of dyskinesia severity pre-and post-PVP were compared using a paired samples t-test. For the measures of micrographia and motor perseveration, and the measure of dominant and nondominant speeded manual dexterity, group-level changes over the baseline and follow-up assessments were investigated using MANOVA "Assessment" (baseline and follow up) served as a within-subject factor. A between-subject factor of "group" (dominant hemisphere PVP, nondominant hemisphere PVP, and waitlist groups) was constructed by dividing the surgery group into participants who underwent PVP contralateral and ipsilateral to their dominant hand. For the cognitive, quality of life, and mood variables the same MANOVA model was used, except that a betweensubject factor of group (right PVP, left PVP, and waitlist groups) was constructed by dividing the surgery group into participants who underwent left and right PVP. The pattern of results obtained did not change when the surgery group was divided into dominant and nondominant hemisphere PVP based on the participants' handedness.
In this MANOVA model, performance by the surgery groups before and after PVP was compared with the performance of highly similar participants awaiting PVP who were assessed twice at a comparable test-retest interval. This model accounts for test practice, and other retesting effects such as regression to the mean and disease progression. An effect of PVP would be reflected in an assessment ϫ group interaction. Consequently, discussion of the results of the MANOVA test for each dependent variable is restricted to this higher-order interaction of principal interest. Significant interactions were analyzed further with simple effect analyses, followed by Newman-Keuls multiple comparisons. In an effort to strike a balance between statistical power and the risk of Type I errors, statistical significance was set at the 0.05 level for each test. The effect size of assessment ϫ group interactions in the MANOVA model is reported in the 2 metric, for which Cohen 13 has defined Outcome from PVP at the individual participant level was investigated using an SRB technique. 38 Given the concerns regarding inflation of Type I error rates with this technique, 27 the SRB analysis was restricted to the set of dependent variables that were significantly affected by PVP at the group level. When used in this way, the SRB technique served as a complement to the MANOVA test, characterizing the base rates of significant change in the variables that the MANOVA indicated were affected by PVP at the group level.
Results
Group Analyses
Motor Functioning. Dyskinesia severity contralateral to PVP declined significantly after surgery; the baseline mean score was 2.9 Ϯ 1.1 (mean Ϯ SD), the mean change was 2.5 Ϯ1.3 (mean Ϯ SD), and t(19) was 8.8 (p Ͻ 0.001). Nevertheless, there were no significant effects of PVP on speeded manual dexterity or in the degree of micrographia or motor perseveration present in the handwriting sample (all 2 Stroop colors: 17 F(2,27) = 3.89, p = 0.03, 2 = 0.22). These effects of surgery on cognition are depicted in Fig. 1 . With the exception of the verbal working memory task (SOP words), a higher score on these variables reflects better performance. A significant performance decline after left but not after right PVP was evident for all four variables.
The same overall pattern of results was obtained for the grooved pegboard time to complete 1st 2 rows w/ only the dominant then only the nondominant hand "MNO" test § participants wrote MNO in cursive script repeatedly across a page w/o lifting the pencil clinical rating of dyskinesia dyskinesia was assessed using a rating scale of increasing severity from 0-4 while patients were maintained on medication * WAIS-R = Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised. † Test was only administered during the baseline assessment. ‡ Different test stimuli were presented in the baseline and follow-up assessments, and their order of presentation was counterbalanced across the participants.
§ Micrographia was classified according to the difference in millimeters between the height of the first and last "MNO," and perseveration consisted of repeated elements within an "MNO." measures of verbal working memory, learning, and fluency. There were no significant performance differences between the groups at baseline. Participants who underwent left PVP exhibited a decline in performance at follow up, whereas performance by patients in the right PVP and waitlist groups remained essentially unchanged, improving or declining modestly. Consequently, performance at follow up differed significantly across the groups (simple group effects at follow up for SOP words, RAVLT total recall 1-5, and COWA were F(2,31) = 7.14, p = 0.003, F(2,33) = 17.8, p Ͻ 0.001, and F(2,33) = 7.55, p = 0.002, respectively). For all three variables, the performance of the waitlist and right PVP groups did not differ at follow up, but both of these groups outperformed the left PVP group (p Ͻ 0.05).
Group differences were evident in speed of color naming during the baseline and follow-up assessments (simple group effects during the baseline and follow-up assessments were F(2,28) = 5.52, p Ͻ 0.01 and F(2,28) = 19.12, p Ͻ 0.001, respectively). At baseline, the right PVP group performed better than the left PVP and waitlist groups (p Ͻ 0.05), whereas the left PVP and waitlist groups did not differ from each other. Performance declined strongly in the left PVP group at follow up, whereas declines in the right PVP and waitlist groups were more modest. At follow up, all contrasts between the groups were significant, with the left PVP group now performing significantly worse than the waitlist and right PVP groups (p Ͻ 0.05).
Mood and Quality of Life. Posteroventral pallidotomy did not result in significant changes in reported mood functioning The groups did not differ in level of bodily pain reported at baseline. Reported functioning then declined in the waitlist group and improved modestly in the groups of patients who underwent PVP. As a result, the groups differed significantly at follow up (the simple effect of Group at follow up was F(2,31) = 5.63, p = 0.008). At follow up, reported bodily pain did not differ between the right and left PVP groups, but both of these groups reported better (that is, lower levels of) bodily pain than the waitlist group (p Ͻ 0.05).
For reported social functioning, group differences were evident during the baseline and follow-up assessments (the simple effects of group during the baseline and follow-up assessments were F(2,31) = 4.71, p = 0.03 and F(2,32) = 4.78, p = 0.02, respectively). At baseline, reported social functioning was no different for the waitlist and left PVP groups, but patients in both of these groups reported better social functioning than those in the right PVP group (p Ͻ 0.05). Reported social functioning then improved among those participants who underwent right PVP, remained stable in the left PVP group, and declined in the waitlist group. As a result, social functioning reported at follow up was no different for the left and right PVP groups, but both of these reported better social functioning than the waitlist group (p Ͻ 0.05).
Impact of Controlling for Test Practice and Other Retesting Effects
We used the effect size metric for the difference between means, or d, 13 to quantify the direction and magnitude of the changes in verbal fluency, verbal learning, verbal working memory, and speed of color naming that were evident between the baseline and follow-up assessments. This analysis was conducted separately for participants who underwent left and right PVP and for the waitlist group. Effect sizes were computed for each measure by using the formula d = (follow-up score Ϫ baseline score)/pooled SD at baseline. The order of subtraction was reversed for the negatively keyed SOP words data, so that for all measures a negative effect size reflects a decline in performance between baseline and follow up. The pooled SD at baseline for each measure was based on the SD for the left PVP, right PVP, and waitlist groups, weighted by their respective sample sizes.
Cohen 13 defined prototypic small (d = 0.2), medium (d = 0.5), and large (d = 0.8) levels of effect size for the difference between two means. Because we wanted to classify observed effect sizes into ranges, we defined the middle value between adjacent levels of effect size as the boundary between the effect size ranges. Therefore, small effects ranged from 0 to an absolute value of 0.35, medium effects ranged from the absolute values of 0.36 to 0.65, and large effects ranged upward from the absolute value of 0.66. By Cohen's classification, the left PVP group exhibited uniformly large-sized declines on these measures (hatched line with triangles, Fig. 3A) . The right PVP group exhibited small-sized changes on these measures, and they were positive for two variables (hatched line with circles, Fig. 3A) . Over the same test-retest interval the waitlist group exhibited small-sized improvements in verbal working memory (d = 0.25), verbal learning (d = 0.17), and verbal fluency (d = 0.14), and a small-sized decline in the speed of color naming (d = Ϫ0.2). The changes at follow up exhibited by the left and right PVP groups were then adjusted for the gain or loss displayed by the waitlist group on retesting (solid lines, Fig. 3A ). This adjustment tended to increase the magnitude of the postsurgical decline exhibited by members of the left PVP group, and it eliminated what might otherwise be taken to be small-sized postoperative cognitive improvements in the right PVP group. Figure 2 indicates that the lower reported bodily pain and better social functioning demonstrated by the surgery groups at follow up reflected both a decline in the waitlist group and improvement in the surgical groups. This impression was examined quantitatively. The mean change in bodily pain and social functioning between the baseline and follow-up assessments was expressed in the effect size metric for the difference between means, or d. This analysis was conducted separately for participants who underwent left and right PVP and for the waitlist group. The left PVP group exhibited a small-sized decline in reported social functioning, and medium-sized improvement in bodily pain (hatched line with triangles, Fig. 3B ). The right PVP group exhibited a small-sized improvement in bodily pain, and a large-sized improvement in social functioning (hatched line with circles, Figure 3B ). For the waitlist group, declines at follow up were large-sized for bodily pain (d = Ϫ0.69), and medium sized for social functioning (d = Ϫ0.43). The mean effect sizes for the left and right PVP groups were then adjusted for the declines at follow up exhibited by the waitlist group (solid lines, Fig. 3B ). Overall, this adjustment increased the magnitude of the improvement in reported quality of life measured post-PVP. The left PVP group then exhibited a small-sized improvement in social functioning, and their improvement in bodily pain became large-sized. Postoperative improvements after right PVP were then large-sized for social functioning and bodily pain.
Individual Participant Analyses
At follow up, participants who underwent PVP reported lower levels of bodily pain and better social functioning than participants in the waitlist group. Additionally, left PVP was associated with statistically significant declines on verbal measures of learning, fluency, speed of color naming, and working memory. An SRB approach was used to assess individual outcome on these quality of life and cognitive variables. 38, 51 Regression equations were constructed for each variable by using data from the waitlist group in the following manner: the baseline score on a variable was entered into a linear regression equation predicting the follow-up score for that variable; then, the incremental predictive ability of clinical and demographic variables was examined using a stepwise approach to the addition and removal of variables from the regression equation. The probability value was set at 0.05 for inclusion and 0.1 for removal. The clinical and demographic variables examined included planned hemisphere of surgery, patient age at surgery, sex, years of education, duration of PD, age at PD onset, North American Adult Reading Test 10 errors, and the total score for the Dementia Rating Scale. 35 The total scores for the SF-36 and POMS were also examined in the case of the cognitive variables.
The regression equations that best predicted follow-up scores for the waitlist group are presented in Table 3 . With the exception of the equation generated with the RAVLT total recall 1-5 data, the regression equations that we constructed accounted for a significant portion of the variance in follow-up scores for each variable (r 2 range 0.56-0.93). Demographic and clinical variables enhanced prediction over baseline scores alone for four of the seven variables. Because a robust regression equation was not obtained for RAVLT total recall 1-5, this variable had to be omitted from the remainder of the SRB analysis.
The regression equations were then used to predict the scores that members of the surgery group would have obtained at follow up if they had not undergone PVP. Subtraction of predicted from observed follow-up scores for each participant in the surgery group yielded difference scores that estimated the full effect of PVP; the order of subtraction was reversed for the negatively keyed SOP words data; the difference scores for each variable were then divided by the standard error of the estimate from the associated regression equation. This yielded a Z score-based SRB difference score for each variable for each participant. 38, 51 For all variables, a positive SRB difference score reflects a better than expected score at follow up, whereas a negative SRB difference score reflects a worse than expected score at follow up. Individual SRB difference scores that fell outside a 95% confidence interval (that is, Ϯ 1.96) were considered to be significantly higher or lower than would be expected on retesting if PVP had no effect on the variable. Cumulative plots of the SRB difference scores for verbal fluency, speed of color naming, and verbal working memory were then constructed (Fig. 4) . Because the effect of PVP on these variables depended on which hemisphere was treated, separate plots are provided for the participants who underwent left and right PVP.
Significant post-PVP declines in verbal fluency (according to the COWA test) were very common after left PVP, and only slightly less so after right PVP. Fluency performance decreased significantly for 12 (80%) of 15 patients in the left PVP group, and for five (71%) of seven patients in the right PVP group. The overall magnitude of the decline in fluency, however, was generally several SDs greater for participants who underwent left PVP. Significant declines were somewhat less common overall for verbal working memory (SOP words) and speed of color naming (Stroop colors), and for these variables significant individual decline was more common in the left PVP group. Working memory decreased significantly for 12 (86%) of 14 members of the left PVP group, and for one (17%) of six members of the right PVP group. Similarly, speed of color naming declined significantly for six (50%) of 12 participants in the left PVP group, but for only one (25%) of four members of the right PVP group.
Cumulative plots of the SRB difference scores for the bodily pain and social functioning subscales of the SF-36 are presented in Fig. 5 . Because right PVP appeared to have greater beneficial effects on reported social functioning than left PVP, the social functioning data for the participants who underwent left and right PVP are provided in separate plots. Significant post-PVP improvements in reported bodily pain were quite common, with 13 (62%) of 21 participants demonstrating significant improvement on this measure. Significant improvement in social functioning was relatively infrequent; reported social functioning increased significantly for two (15%) of 14 participants who underwent left PVP, and two (29%) of seven participants who underwent right PVP.
As described earlier, we were unable to construct a robust regression equation predicting verbal learning scores (RAVLT total recall 1-5) at follow up for the waitlist group. This likely reflects the relatively low test-retest reliability of RAVLT total recall 1-5 scores among waitlisted participants (r [11] = 0.46, p = 0.11). Lower reliability for memory measures compared with measures of other cognitive abilities has been reported previously, 15 and this may reflect variability in memory functioning as well as methodological issues such as lack of equivalence of alternate versions of test stimuli. To generate an estimate of the incidence of individual decline in verbal learning post-PVP, we determined the number of participants in the surgery and waitlist groups whose RAVLT total recall 1-5 scores declined by more than one SD at follow up (based on the SD of baseline RAVLT total recall 1-5 scores of 10.3 words for all participants). This technique has been used elsewhere in the PVP outcome literature. 19, 29 For the surgery group, five (22%) of 22 participants exhibited postoperative declines in verbal learning of more than one SD; all five had undergone left PVP. Declines of this magnitude at follow-up were only observed in one (7%) of 14 patients in the waitlist group. 
Discussion
Improvement in Motor Functioning
Posteroventral pallidotomy produced significant improvement in contralateral medication-induced dyskinesia in a sample of patients with advanced PD. Reported physical functioning did not improve significantly after surgery, however, nor was there significant improvement in on-state speeded manual dexterity, micrographia, or motor perseveration. The absence of significant improvement in these selfreported and objective measures of complex on-state motor functioning may reflect the instruments' insensitivity to the benefits of PVP. Nevertheless, many participants had persisting motor deficits such as bradykinesia, tremor, and rigidity that were not specifically targeted by PVP. These persisting disabilities, plus the effects of advanced age and other medical conditions, may have placed limits on the breadth of the physical gains participants were able to attain after they underwent PVP.
Improvement in Bodily Pain and Social Functioning
There are other reports of improvement in pain 22 and social functioning 6, 18, 53, 57 after PVP. In our study, the perceived superior functioning in the surgical groups at follow up reflected both improvement among participants who underwent PVP and decline among participants in the waitlist group. Improvements in bodily pain were quite common after PVP, occurring in 62% of participants. Significant improvements in reported social functioning were less common, occurring in 15% of participants who underwent left PVP, and in 29% of participants who underwent right PVP.
Postoperative Cognitive Decline
Participants who underwent left PVP exhibited declines in circumscribed verbal abilities, including phonemic verbal fluency, verbal working memory, verbal learning, and speed of color naming. Significant declines in verbal fluency were common, occurring in 80 and 71% of participants who underwent left and right PVP, respectively. Significant declines in verbal working memory and speed of color naming occurred in 86 and 50%, respectively, of patients in the left PVP group, but in only 17 and 25% of participants who underwent right PVP. A decline in verbal learning was also common, and was largely restricted to participants who underwent left PVP.
The breadth of the cognitive decline that we detected after PVP is in keeping with the results of previous neuropsychological studies that did not fully control for retesting effects. Indeed, declines in verbal learning, verbal fluency, and verbal working memory after left PVP are among the most commonly reported negative cognitive sequelae of this procedure. 65 Schmand, et al., 52 and Green, et al., 19 For all variables, a positive SRB difference score indicates better than expected performance on retesting, whereas a negative score reflects worse than expected performance on retesting. Difference scores that fall to the right of and to the left of the area bounded by the dashed vertical lines (Z = Ϫ1.96 to 1.96) are significantly higher and lower, respectively, than would be expected on retesting if PVP had no effect on the variable. logical outcome from PVP. Schmand and colleagues found that left PVP was followed by significant declines in phonemic and semantic verbal fluency. Green, et al., found that participants who underwent left PVP exhibited worse verbal fluency, problem solving, working memory, and verbal learning and memory after surgery than participants who underwent right PVP and members of a medical management group (controls). Consequently, it seems that failure to control fully for practice effects in much of the existing literature did not result in significant underreporting of the breadth of the cognitive decline that follows PVP. We did find, however, that accounting for the changes demonstrated by the waitlist group on retesting altered the magnitude of the postoperative declines seen in our study by up to one quarter of an SD. Improvements in cognitive test performance after PVP have been reported in several studies, 3, 6, 12, 26, 29, 43, 48, 49, 59, 60 and it has been suggested that these gains reflect the additional attentional resources available to patients following reduction of their distracting dyskinesia. 43, 53, 59 Nevertheless, we failed to detect improvement on any cognitive measure in the PVP group that exceeded the improvement demonstrated on retesting by a group of highly similar participants waitlisted for PVP. It appears, therefore, that the previous reports of improvement in cognitive test performance post-PVP represent practice effects, and not postoperative improvements in cognition.
Functional Implications of the Postoperative Cognitive Declines
Further research is needed to examine the relationship between cognitive outcome from PVP and patients' realworld functioning. Given the accumulating findings, it may be reasonable to focus this research on activities that depend heavily on the recall and manipulation of verbal information and the production of speech. Socialization is particularly dependent on these abilities, and is therefore potentially at risk after left PVP. In support of this notion, we cite our evidence that reported social functioning improved relatively more after right than left PVP (Fig. 3B) . This finding raises the possibility that, among members of the left PVP group, the beneficial effects of dyskinesia reduction on social functioning were offset by a postoperative decline in verbal skills important for socialization, with a net effect of attenuated postoperative improvement in perceived social functioning.
Cognitive Effects of Right PVP
No statistically significant cognitive declines were evident at the group level after right PVP. We note, however, that the results of the individual participant analysis indicate that the incidence of decline in verbal fluency after right PVP was quite high (occurring in 71% of patients undergoing right PVP). The absence of statistically significant cognitive effects of right PVP may reflect the relatively few participants in our sample who underwent right PVP. Our evidence for relatively greater cognitive decline after left PVP may also reflect the fact that the test battery we used was more sensitive to cortical-basal ganglia dysfunction in the left than in the right hemisphere. York and colleagues 65 suggested that this criticism might be applied to the PVP outcome literature as a whole; in their review they suggested that measures of nondominant hemisphere functioning are typically underrepresented. This likely reflects the difficulties inherent in using many measures sensitive to nondominant frontosubcortical dysfunction, such as Design Fluency, 25 because of the demands they place on manual ability. At this point it seems premature to conclude that right PVP carries no risk for neuropsychological morbidity; further research is needed.
Conclusions
Dyskinesia improved contralateral to PVP; however, there were no significant postoperative improvements in on-state speeded manual dexterity, micrographia, or motor perseveration. There were also no significant improvements in self-reported physical or mood functioning. Participants who underwent PVP did report lower bodily pain and better social functioning at follow up than waitlisted participants. Significant reductions in bodily pain were common, occurring in two thirds of our surgical group. Significant improvement in reported social functioning was infrequent, and was somewhat more common after right PVP.
Compared with waitlisted participants and those who underwent right PVP, participants who underwent left PVP exhibited declines in circumscribed verbal abilities, including fluency, working memory, learning, and speed of color naming. The incidence of significant decline on these measures after left PVP ranged from 50 to 86%. The right PVP group did not exhibit statistically significant cognitive decline, but fluency did decline in 71% of patients who underwent right PVP.
The findings of this study can be compared with the results of previous investigations of neuropsychological outcome from PVP. The breadth of the cognitive declines that we detected after PVP is in keeping with the results of previous studies that did not fully control for confounding factors such as test practice and disease progression. Indeed, declines in verbal learning, verbal fluency, and verbal working memory after left PVP are among the most commonly reported negative cognitive sequelae of this procedure. Consequently, the previous literature does not appear to have underreported the breadth of the cognitive declines that follow PVP. Nevertheless, accounting for retesting effects did alter the magnitude of the postoperative declines seen in this study by up to one quarter of an SD. Importantly, after controlling for the effects of test practice, we failed to find postoperative improvement on any cognitive measure, which indicates that the previous reports of improvements in cognitive performance after PVP reflect practice effects, and not surgically produced improvement in cognitive functioning.
